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S U H Li A R Y
This report contains the results of a series of
tests on the flexure-torsion flutter of cascades of aerofoils
of 30°and 45°camber. The critical flutter speeds and

frequencies in cascade are expressed as ratios of the values
for the aerofoil in the isolated condition, The tests
cover stagger angles beLween -30° and +300andgap chord
ratios up to .1.5 at a Reynolds number of
x *10. based on
aerofoil chord.
It was found that the effect of camber was to
increase the critical flutter speed ratio and to decrease
the critical frequency ratio. The flutter characteristics
also depended on the magnitude and sign of the stagger angle.
TA;lited tip clearance was shown to reduce the flutter speed •
ratio but to have little effect on the critical flutter
frequency ratio.
Small angles of incidence were found to
have negligible effect on the characteristics. It was
noted that adjacent aerofoils were oscillating approxivately
180° out of phase.
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LIST OF S IDOLS
c

aerofoil chord

F(Z)

static mode in torsion

f(1)

static mode in flexure

erncritical flutter frequency of isolated aerofoil

f

critical flutter frequency of cascade

fIurit

/wic
reduced frequency of the isolated aerofoil ( (1
1,
reduced frequency of the cascade

k

1

ratio of spangise distance to complete span

01.1

free stream fluid speed

s

gap;measured along the line of 1/4 c points,
i.e. along yl axis

V

critical flutter speed of isolated aerofoil

crit

critical flutter speed of cascade

Vct rit
Tcrit )12
1

critical flutter speed of isolated aerofoil at
=o zero incidence

xy y

rectangular coordinates (the x-axis coincides
ulth the chord line of the aerofoil in the
static case)

YI

coordinate axis through 0 inclined at angle fl
to the y axis

a

incidence relative to the x axis

a
1

inflow angle
stagger angle
camber angle
circular frequency of the oscillation

A prime denotes a value for the cascade and a suffix 'crit'
denotes a critical value of the variable.
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1. Introduction
The behaviour of aerofoils fluttering in cascade
and in particular the effect of the adjacent blades in the
cascade on the flutter characteristics of the isolated aerofoil have been the subject of papers by Bellenot and Lalive
d'Epinay (1) and Lilley (2). The first paper describes some
flutter tests on cambered aerofoils in cascade at one gapchord ratio over a range of angles of stagger. The report
by Lilley gives the results of an experimental investigation
into the flexure-torsion flutter of symmetrical aerofoils in
cascade over a range of gap-chord ratios and stagger angles.
That report also contains a theory setting up the two-dimensional lift and moment equations for an unstaggered cascade
of thin symmetrical aerofoils and expressions for the flutter
derivatives are deduced. This theory depends upon the
experimental observation that the aerofoils oscillate in
anti-phase and in consequence the problem reduces to that
of a single aerofoil oscillating between parallel flat plates.
The present writers also had access to thexesults of some
experimental work on cascades of symmetriced blades by
Sheikh (3) where the emphasis was on repeatability of results
and which confirmed the work reported by Lilley.
The lift and ncuent equations for thin aerofoils
oscillating in an infinite unstaggered cascade have also been
developed by liendelson and Carroll (4). In this development
the usual assumptions of thin aerofoil theory are used and
thus the results are applicable only to a cascade of aerofoils
of small camber. Sisto (5) has presented a theory in which
a general expression for the vorticity at any point on the
oscillating aerofoil is given in the form of an integral
equation involving the induced velocity, the angle of stagger
and the phase difference between adjacent blades. This
equation is solved approximately for the case of zero
stagger only and numerical results for the lift and moment
derivatives are given for various values of phase angle,
reduced frequency and gap/chord ratio. These results agree
with the exact calculations of hendelson and Carroll and the
approximate calculations of Lilley.
Legendre (6) has considered the general case of
the flutter of a cascade with stagger. This is an extension
of the work of Timman for the case of zero stagger.
Expressions are given for the velocity potential and circulation from which the pressure distribution can be determined.
Eichelbrenner (7) gives details of calculations based on
Legendrels method for one gap/chord ratio and stagger angle.
He simplifies Legendre's expressions by extended use of
theta and zeta functions and produces curves for the work
due to damping to be zero for various values of reduced
frequency. These curves are campared, with corresponding

-5ones for the isolated aerofoil. It should be noted that the
use of Legendre's criterion for flutter, i.e. that the work
due to the aerodynamic damping during one cycle is zero,
entails a simpler calculation than that of the individual
aerodynamic derivatives. The calculation of the latter are
essential before a comparison can be made between theoretical
critical flutter speeds and those obtained by the experiment
reported in this paper.
The purpose of this paper is to present the results
of an investigation into the flexure-torsion flutter of
cambered aerofoils in cascade performed between January and
Hay 1955. In order that the models would flutter within
the speed range of the tunnel ara to provide a basis for
ready comparison with the results for symmetrical blenes given
in (2), the aerofoils were again made with a light silk
covered wooden framework. The results are presented in a
similar form.

2. Apparatus
2.1. The wind tunnel
The experiments were conducted in a blower type
wind tunnel in the Aerodynamics laboratory of the College of
Aeronautics. The tunnel working section dimensions were
18.75in. x 8.75in. The speed rane was from zero to 170 feet
per second, the velocity distribution across the working
section in the plane of the aerofoils being uniform to
within .5 per cent. (See figs. 6 and 7). The Reynolds
number based on blade chord was approximately 105. The
wind speed in the centre of the working section was calibrated at the centre model attachment position against the
difference between the static pressure at a tapping in the
settling chanber and atmospheric pressure (see fig. 8).
A turntable was mounted in a side-wall extension
of the tunnel contraction. A series of holes at 3/4in.
centres was drilled along a diameAer of the turntable and
through these holes the extensicns of the aerofoil spars
were placed, and locked by clamping bars on the reverse
side. A general view of the tunnel, measuring equipment
and the models in position is given in fig. 1.
A smoke generator was used to give a single filament
of smoke over the centre of reference blade of the cascade.
For pilot experiments on the effect of tip
clearance, a perspex plate 3ft x 2ft x tin. with a faired
nose was placed near the tip so that the clearance between

-6the tips of the blades and the plate was variable. A photograph of the plate in position is shown in fig. 2.
2.2. The models
The aerofoils were of rectangular planform of Sin.
chord and Sin. span and had a mahogany spar 1/3in x 3/16in
at the quarter chord point, and eight mahogany ribs 1/8in
thick, evenly spaced along the spar. The covering was silk
treated with a mixture of thinners and vaseline.
Two sets of aerofoils were Made; the first having
a N.A.C.A. 0010 section on a 30°camber line and the second
having a N.A.C.A. 0010 section on a 45°camber line. A part
sectional view and a detailed drawing of a model are given
in figs. 3 and 4..
The flexural and torsional stiffnesses, and the
static modes of the aerofoils were measured by static load
tests, and the natural frequencies In flexure and torsion
were measured on a vibrating table (see reference 2).
2.3. Instruments
During the tests the wind speed was obtained from
readings of static pressure in the settling chamber measured
on a Betz manometer. The flutter frequency was measured by
a strobo-tachometer and by an
type 3B stroboflash
capable of readings up to 6000 cycles per minute.
To assist in the study of the blade notion and flow
visualisation, film records were taken using.i) a Ftillard-Bolex sine camera running at 64 frames
per second with tin. and 2in. lenses at
Illumination was provided by a 2kw spot and two
500 watt flood lights.
an Eastman high speed camera type 3, fitted with
a rotating block shutter and running up to 3000
frames per second. A tin lens was used at f.2.7.
For this camera the previous lighting was augmented
by a 1kw. spot light. *
The film used in both cases was Kodak Super XX.
Figure 5 shows the arrangement used with the EtillardrBolex
camera. A similar arrangement was used with the Eastman
high speed camera.
* This camera was lent and operated by the Instrumentation
Department of the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough.
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Scope of the Tests

The effects of gap-chord ratio and stagger angle
were investigated for both the 300camber aerofoils and the
45°camber aerofoils. The range of gap-chord ratio was
0.25 to 1.50 and the range of stagger angles +30° to -30°.

inflow angle

i-camber angle

(
y. )-

circular arc
.-A--.==
chord line camber line

Further tests on the 30°camber aerofoils were
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performed to determine the effects of variation of incidence
(inflow angle variation
+ 2°, /3 - 2° ; /3 = stagger angle)
over the above ranges of gap-chord ratio and stagger angle.
Values of incidence greater than these were found to be
undesirable because of the violent nature of the flutter.
Preliminary tests on the effect of tip clearance
in the range 0.1 to 0.5in. were also made using the 30°
caMber aerofoils.
Each of the series of tests was repeated on several
different occasions to include the effect of ageing and
various conditions of temperature and humidity.

4. Test Procedure
Each aerofoil was tested individually and the value
of the critical flutter speed and critical frequency were
measured. The method. used was to increase the wind speed
until the aerofoil started fluttering. The wind speed was
then reduced and that speed at which the flutter stopped was
taken as the critical flutter speed. The critical frequency
was obtained by plotting the frequency of one oscillation at
a number of steady speeds above the critical and extrapolating
to the critical flutter speed. The estimated accuracies of
the critical flutter speed and frequency were + 0.50 per cent
and + 1.0 per cent respectively.
The cascade was then chosen such that the isolated
characteristics of the members differed by less than + 5 per
cent. One of the weaker aerofoils was taken as a control
and placed in the centre of the cascade and values of critical
speed and frequency were determined for this aerofoil by the
method described above. These values, however, were not
accepted unless each member had the same frequency at speeds
above the critical and the cascade stopped fluttering as a
whole. In order to reduce the slight effects of ageing,
and of variations of temperature and humidity during a run,
the control aerofoil was tested in the isolated condition
before and after each cascade test. The mean of the two
values so obtained was used to determine the critical speed
and frequency ratios of the aerofoil in cascade. In each
configuration the test was repeated until several consecutive
and consistent readings were obtained.
Cine film records were taken of the cascade
fluttering under the conditions found to give the largest
variation from the normal flutter at zero stagger. Flaw
patterns were observed using the stroboflash and recorded
with the high speed camera.

5. Experimental Results
5.1. Presentation of results
The main requirement in a study of flutter of a
given aercfoil structure is a knowledge of the critical
flutter speed, flutter frequency and the reduced frequency
of the oscillation. In cascade work it is convenient to
consider the ratios of these quantities to their values in
the isolated condition and this has the advantage of giving
the results in a non-dimensional form. The experimental
technique described in section 4 ensures that these ratios
are, as far as is possible, independent of the variation of
temperature and humidity during the test and the age of the
blade.
The important parameters in this study are gap
chord ratio, stagger angle and inflow angle. Consequently
the results presented in figs. 11-16 show the variation of
the non-dimensional ratios with these parameters.
During the tests it was noted that the use of
stops to restrict the amplitude of the motion caused considerable variation in the results. After a little practice
however, it was found that the amplitude of flutter could be
maintained at a reasonable level. The use of stops was
then discontinued but a preliminary investigation into the
effect of tip clearahce was made. The results of these tests
are shown in fig. 19.
Variations of the several ratios have been plotted
separately against gap chord ratio and stagger angle in turn
for one fixed value of the other parameter. The results for
the 30°camber and 45°camber aerofoils in similar configurations are plotted on the same axes. This method has been
used to give clearer representation, sinee to include the
results for all values of the fixed parameter would result in
an unsatisfactory and confused set of curves. It also
provides an immediate comparison for the effects of camber;
the values shown for the symmetrical (0°camber) blades being
taken from ref. 2.
The details of the graphs presented are as follows:fig. 11 The flutter characteristics of the isolated (30°
camber) aerofoil.
fig. 12 Variation of Critical flutter speed for cascade
with inflow angle a1, 'VLsit)al
(
Critical flutter speed for isolated
aerofoil at zero inflow angle it
(V)ai=0
Gr
o
with gap chard ratio (30° camber, 0 stagger).
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fig.13A-E Variation of critical flutter speed ratio
V t t /Vcrit with gap chord ratio (s/c) for various
cri
stagger angles (10)
fig.141....0 Variation of critical flutter speed ratio
for various
VCrit/Vcrit with stagger angle
gap-chord. ratios (s/c)
fig.15A.-E Variation of critical flutter frequency ratio
(fCritftcrit) with gap chord ratio (s/c for
various stagger angles (p).
fig.16A-C

Variation of critical frequency ratio (fLdt/fcrit)
with stagger angle
(s/c).

for various gap chord ratios

()

fig.17A-D

Variation of the reduced frequency ratio (k'/k)
with gap-chord ratio (s/c) for various stagger
angles (p).

fig.i8A-C

Variation of the reduced frequency ratio (kl/k)
with stagger angle for various values of gap chord
ratio (s/c).

fig. 19 Variation of the critical flutter speed ratio

(VCrit)
finite gap

with tip gap for various

t

crit infinite cap
gap chord ratios.
Extracts from the high speed film record showing
the blade motion in six configurations with smoke have been
printed and are given in figs. 21-26.

5.2. Results
5.2.1. The static modes
The static deflection in flexure vas found
to be approximately proportional to the square of the distance
from the root (fig. 9). It is clearly seen that the blade
is stiffer when deflecting upwards than when deflecting downwards. This is due to the inability of the paper leading
edge and the thread trailing edge to withstand compression.
The torsional static mode was found to be approximately linear
with the distance from the root (fig. 10).
The natural fundamental frequencies in torsion and

flexure as measured on the vibrating table were found to be
approximately constant for all blades. It tins also Observed
that a transverse vibration occurred at a frequency close to
that of the natural fundamental frequency in torsion.

The effects of temp
the blades

5.2.2,

hulni

t

and e of

The flutter speed and frequency ratios obtained for

any particular configuration showed no significant change with
age with varying conditions of temperature and humidity,
although there was a definite variation of the actual flutter
speed and frequency. Even so, no correlation could be found
between flutter speed, frequency, temperature and humidity,
but the flutter speed was found to be reduced to approximately
0.9 of its value when the blade was new. This occurred after
approximately 75 tests of about 2 to 3 minutes each, after
which there was no appreciable change.
5.2.3.

The flutter characteristics

10 Variation of the critical flutter s eed ratio
5.2.3■
with gap chord ratio staggerle inflow
and camber (figs. 13 and 1i
It is seen that in general the critical flutter speed
ratio, that is the ratio of the critical flutter speed of the
aerofoil in cascade to the critical flutter speed of the
isolated aerofoil, increases with increase of gap chord ratio
and camber and decreases slightly with increase of stagger
angle. Positive stagger angle is defined as leading edge
down with respect to the axis of centres. The actual flutter
speed was found to increase linearly with inflow over the range
-50to +50whereas the flutter frequency ratio is approximately independent of inflow angle for a given gap chord ratio
and stagger angle. (These effects are shown in fig. 11 for
the isolated aerofoil case. Similar results were Obtained
for variable gap-chord ratio and stagger). Fig. 12 shows
c co ) with
the increase of the modified speed ratio (VVV
inflow angle over a range of gap-chord ratios for zero
stagger. Sirlilar increases were obtained over the complete
stagger angle range.
There are, however, several important variations
from this general trend, At small stagger angles -5°.<0 <-6°
the flutter speed ratio increases monotonically with gap
chord ratio and asymptotes to unity from below (see figs 13b
and 13c). As the stagger angle becomes more negative the
speed ratio exceeds unity for gap chord ratio s/c 3i and

-12then asymptotes to unity from above (see fig. 13a, 13b). For
positive stagger angles 13> +5° the flutter speed ratio
increases up to s/c = z has a minimum near s/c = 3/4 and
thereafter increases monotonically (see fig. 13d, 13c). This
= +20 (see fig. 13d) and appears
effect is most marked at
to decrease in severity as the stagger is further increased
(see fig. 13e).
,

Except for minor variations the effect of camber is
to produce an overall increase in the values of the speed
ratio which is least at the higher gap chord ratios.
It should also be noted that the variation from tie
general decrease of flutter speed ratio with increase of
stagger (see fig. 14a,b,c) is most marked at s/c = 1 and
moderates with increase of gap chord ratio.
5.2.3.2. The variation of critical flutter frequency
ratio and reduced frequency
(a) The critical flutter frequency ratio (Figs.
15 and 16)
For a cascade of symmetrical blades at zero
stagger (see reference 2) the critical flutter frequency ratio
decreases with gap chord ratio asymptoting to unity from
above for large gap chord ratios. For the cambered blades
it was found that the frequency ratio decreased shaeply to a
minimum at s/c = 1 and approached unity as s/c became
large (see figs. 15a;b,c,d,e). The actual minimum value
of ft 44./1 4+increased as the stagger angle was inEg"minimum was less marked at high positive
creaser
s..
stagger angles and appeared to occur at a slightly higher
value of the gap chord ratio (see fig. 15e).
The critical flutter frequency ratio increased
uniformly with stagger angle for all gap chord ratios (see
figs. 164b0c), the increase being less marked at the
higher values of gap chord ratio. The effect of camber
was to reduce the frequency ratio by an approximately constant amount for a given gap chord ratio. For fixed gap
chord ratio the difference between the curves for the 30°
and 45° camber aerofoils decreased with increase of gap
chord ratio.
(b) The reduced frequency ratio (Figs. 17 and 18)
The variation of the reduced frequency ratio with
gap chord ratio was similar to the variation of the critical
frequency ratio except that the position of the minimum was
less marked at the positive stagger angles (see figs. 17c,d).

-13The variation of the reduced frequency ratio with stagger
angle was similar to the variation of critical frequency
ratio except that the curves showed a sharp increase in
reduced frequency between -10° and 0° stagger angle (see
figs. 18). The increase again moderated with increase in
gap chord ratio and was negligible, within the accuracy of
the experiment, for sic greater than unity.
The curves of reduced frequency ratio show that for
a given gap-chord ratio and stagger angle the difference
between the reduced frequency ratios for the two cambers
tested is greater than the corresponding difference in the
critical frequency ratio. They also disclose a tendency
for the reduced frequency ratios to diverge at the higher
positive angles of stagger for a given gap chord ratio,
and that the divergence increases with increase of gap chord
ratio.

5.2.3.3. The aerofoil motion and the nature of flutter
From the study of the aerofoil motion, under stroboscopic light, and from the high speed films it -Las noticed
that there was a circular motion with frequency equal to
approximately twice the flutter frequency superimposed upon
the usual flexure-torsion motion, which was more pronounced
in the 45° caliber aerofoils than in the 30° camber aerofoils.
It was also observed that, in the flexure-torsion motion,
downward bending and nose-dawn torsion predominated. This
may be seen in figs. 21 26.
-

A flexural oscillation of apTeeciable amplitude at
a frequency varying between 1/3 and 1/2 of the measured flutter
frequency was observed in many cases, especially at gap chord
ratios less than 1 and at large positive or negative stagger
angles. This oscillation commenced at a wind speed of about
0,9 V/ ,itand persisted after the flutter had stopped. It
was also apparent with much smaller amplitude in other configurations.
At the lowest gap chord ratio (sic W 1/4) the
flutter starting and stepping speeds were well defined, but
the amplitude was generally such that the trailing edges of
adjacent blades frequency collided. It was therefore difficult to measure accurately the frequencies at speeds above
the critical. At medium gap ohc-,:d re±:ios (sic less than 1)
a pulsating flutter was observed at all stagger angles. This
consisted mainly of a cyclic amplitad,
D variation of low but
erratic frequency, the actual, flutter frequency being unaffected
within the accuracy of the measurements.
In several cases flutter was not initiated naturally

but adjacent aerofoils merely diverged until the tips
touched. They remained in that position, and flutter could
not then be started by either manual excitation of the aerofoils
or by disturbing the freestream ahead of the aerofoils. This
divergence effect seemed to be random in occurrence and
confined to gap chord. ratios less than 1, and small angles of
stagger.

5.2.3.21. The effect of-i
Lpc3x..ance

.

As the tip clearance was reduced the ratio of the
critical flutter speed of the cascade with finite tip gap to
the critical flutter speed of the cascade with infinite tip
gap was reduced. It was found that increase in gap chord
ratio gave a decrease of this speed ratio. For gap chord
ratios greater than 3/4 no significant difference, at a given
tip clearance, was observed. It was shown that stagger
angle had no effect on this ratio

6. Discussion

6.1. The accuracy of the results
Although the models had not exactly similar properties and the speed and frequency measurements were only
accurate to about 1 per cent it is believed that, due to the
large number of tests and the consistency between them, the
mean values of the ratios as presented in the figures give
a reliable representation of the characteristics of the
flexure-torsion flutter of cambered aerofoils in cascade,
particularly as the effects of ageing and of variations of
temperature and humidity were eliminated as far as possible.
The non-dimensional presentation of the results should make
them of general application unless the extraue flexibility
of the aerofoils allows motions which do not occur with the
stiffer models. This will be discussed more fully later.
6.2. The flutter characteristics
As the gap-chord ratio and the stagger angle are
altered the behaviour of the critical flutter speed and
frequency ratios for the cambered blades shown features
which are absent in the results for symmetrical blades
(ref. 2). Under stroboscopic light and from the examination
of the high speed film records it was seen that boundary
layer separation occurred on the upper surface of the
cambered aerofoil very soon after the dawngoing motion
commenced. Separation also occurred close to the leading

-15edge on the under surface at the position of maximum negative
twist. This is shown particularly in figa.22-24. (A
similar upper surface effect has been observed on a symmetrical aerofoil oscillating in a smoke tunnel). Due to the
surface roughness of the models it is probable that transition
occurred very close to the leading edge. Thus the boundary
layer separation on the upper surface was turbulent and not
a laminar separation.

At negative stagger angles the separation effect
is reduced, separation appearing to start further aft on

the upper surfaces particularly at the lower gap-chord ratios
and higher angles of stagger. For positive stagger angles
the separation appears to occur further forward on the upper
surfaces, again particularly at the lower gap-chord ratios
and higher stagger angles. With negative stagger the aft
movement of the separation position on the upper surface
of a given aerofoil is probably due to the suction on the
rear part of the upper surf ace of the adjacent aerofoil below.
The forward movement of separation with positive stagger is
likewise probably due to the effect of the suction on the
forward part of the aerofoil next above and the subsequent
sudden deceleration in the passage between the blades. The
marked changes in the curves of critical flutter speed ratio
and reduced frequency ratio (figs. 14 and 16) in the range of
small stagger angle may indeed be due to this rapid change of
separation position. It should be noted that this effect
is more marked with larger camber.
It is suggested that the boundary layer separation
effects will give rise to changes in the aerodynamic derivatives of a cascade of cambered blades in addition to those
mentioned in reference 2 for symmetrical aerofoils. Further
it is believed that the significance of these changes will be
realised, and the behaviour of the critical speed and
frequency ratios explained, only when the magnitude and
relative importance of the various derivatives have been
determined from a theoretical investigation.

Changes in the aerodynamic derivatives with change
in transition position on oscillating rigid symmetrical
aerofoils in cascade have been found by Milne and Willox,
(College of Aeronautics Report No. 93),

-166.3. The aerofoil motion and nature of flaw
From examinations under stroboscopic light and of
the slower speed films taken when the aerofoils were comparatively new it was seen that adjacent aerofoils moved in antiphase except for slight variations at the large angles of
stagger. Figures 21-26 do not show a notion of this nature
but it should be remembered that the aerofoils were considerably
aged and had widely differing mechanical properties when these
films were taken.
The circular motion superimposed on the normal
flexure torsion motion is most likely due to drag changes
coupled with changes in lift and to a lesser extent the
natural transverse vibration of the aerofoil mentioned in
section 5.2.1. It can be shown theoretically that an aerofoil
fluttering will experience a thrust farce of period equal to
twice the flutter frequency. In same cases this notion
caused a premature failure of the paper-reinforced leading
edge near the root.
The flexural in-phase oscillation observed before
the commencement of flutter has also been noted by Kilpatrick
and Ritchie (ref. 8) when performing stress determination
tests on metal compressor blades. It is suggested that this
Maybe due to excitation being fed upstream from the turbulent
wake.
The pulsating flutter consists of an amplitude
variation of uncertain frequency in the torsional mode and
does not appear in the flexural mode. This may be caused
by some instability in the flow the exact nature of which is
not known.
The divergence of the aerofoils noted in section

5.2.3.3. was random in occurrence and so far no satisfactory
explanation has been found to account for it.
6.4. The modes of vibration
In the determination of the static modes it was
noted that there was some difference between the up and the
down deflection mode and between the positive and negative
twisting modes. These differences are not sufficient to
account for the absence of up flexure and the very small
nose up twisting as noted in section 5.2.3.3 (figs. 21-26).
It is felt that a knowledge of the dynnmic modes
during flutter is essential if flutter calculations are to
be made. The measurement of the dynamic modes is inherently
difficult but high speed photography with sharp definition
should provide a means of obtaining these modes with sufficient
accuracy.

-176.5. Tip clearance
The reduction in the modified flutter speed ratio
of fig. 19 with reduction of tip clearance is explained
immediately by consideration of the image of the tip vortex
in the perspex wall. With decrease in gap chord ratio the
interference between the tips of adjacent blades reduces the
strength of the tip vortex and hence of the image system.
This accounts for the lessening of the tip effect for small
gap chord ratios.
These results are only to be regarded as an indication of this effect and it is suggested that further detailed
experiments be performed particularly with smaller and more
accurately maintained tip clearances.

6.6. Application of the results and sugf:estion for
further study
It should be appreciated that these results could
only be applied generally to aerofoils having distributed
mass and stiffnesses if such aerofoils oscillated in a manner
similar to that of the aerofoils under discussion.
It is suggested that further study be undertaken to
investigate the effect of cascading on the aerodynamic flutter
derivatives and to obtain more detailed information concerning
the nature of the flow over the fluttering aerofoils.

7.

Conclusions

1. The effect of camber is to increase the critical
flutter speed ratio and decrease the critical
frequency ratio for any given value of gap chord
ratio.
2. Stagger has an appreciable effect on the flutter
characteristics of a cascade of cambered aerofoils.
Negative stagger angles further increase the
critical flutter speed ratio and decrease the
critical frequency ratio so that the critical
flutter speed of a cascade of cambered aerofoils
can be greater than the critical flutter speed of
an isolated aerofoil, and the critical flutter
frequency can be much lower. Positive stagger
angles decrease the flutter speed ratio and increase
the flutter frequency ratio.

-183. For gap chord ratios greater than 1/4 and stagger
angles less than +20° the flutter frequency ratio
is less than unity, in distinction to the results
for symmetrical aerofoils.
4. Incidence in the range -2°.!: at5 2°has little
influence on the flutter speed and frequency ratios.
5. The phase difference between the motion of two adjacent
aerofoils is very nearly 180°.
6. The critical flutter speed ratio is reduced considerably with reduction in tip clearance. The effect
is aggravated with increase of gap chord ratio.
Tip clearance has little effect on the critical
flutter frequency ratio,
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